provided a first case-in-point. They performed FISH experiments in normal, phytohemagglutinin (PHA)-stimulated human lymphocytes with a probe covering a segment of the Angelman syndrome/Prader-Willi syndrome (AS/PWS) locus on HSA 15q11-13 and measured 3D interdistances between the two signals in samples of 50 nuclei at different interphase stages. Approximately 38% of nuclei at G 1 , Ϸ18% at early S phase, Ϸ58% at late S phase, and Ϸ18% at G 2 revealed distances Յ2 m, which were considered as a proximity criterion for a possible functional interaction between the two AS/PWS loci. Notably, the significant increase of associations at late S phase was not found in cells from PWS and AS patients. Furthermore, LaSalle and Lalande (14) mentioned that they obtained similar results for the Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (BWS) locus, a second imprinted locus on HSA 11p15.5. Based on these findings, LaSalle and Lalande formulated the kissing hypothesis, which states that a transient spatial association between the oppositely imprinted regions during late S phase is a necessary condition to maintain the imprinted status of cycling cells from one cell cycle to the next. This hypothesis was widely cited and further supported by a 2D FISH study from Riesselmann and Haaf (15), who measured 2D interhomolog distances between oppositely imprinted loci on MMU 7 as a fraction of the nuclear diameter in flattened mouse fibroblast nuclei obtained in cytospin preparations. Somatic pairing was assumed when hybridization signals apparently overlapped or touched each other. By this criterion, significantly higher values were found for BrdU-positive nuclei (13%; 27/208 nuclei) compared with BrdUnegative nuclei (9.2%; 21 of 228 nuclei). No increase of pairing frequencies during S phase was found for control regions not subject to imprinting. In contrast, Nogami et al. (16), who studied the frequency of associations between the two AS loci with probes for the imprinted SNRPN alleles in 3D preserved interphase nuclei of human myeloid leukemia HL60 cells, did not find evidence to further support the hypothesis.
3D nuclear topography

I
n recent years, compelling evidence has accumulated for a role of transient spatial interactions of gene loci in the regulation of transcriptional activation and silencing (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Most likely, different, still unexplored molecular mechanisms are involved in these activation or silencing events (for review see ref. 13 ). In 1996, LaSalle and Lalande (14) provided a first case-in-point. They performed FISH experiments in normal, phytohemagglutinin (PHA)-stimulated human lymphocytes with a probe covering a segment of the Angelman syndrome/Prader-Willi syndrome (AS/PWS) locus on HSA 15q11-13 and measured 3D interdistances between the two signals in samples of 50 nuclei at different interphase stages. Approximately 38% of nuclei at G 1 , Ϸ18% at early S phase, Ϸ58% at late S phase, and Ϸ18% at G 2 revealed distances Յ2 m, which were considered as a proximity criterion for a possible functional interaction between the two AS/PWS loci. Notably, the significant increase of associations at late S phase was not found in cells from PWS and AS patients. Furthermore, LaSalle and Lalande (14) mentioned that they obtained similar results for the Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (BWS) locus, a second imprinted locus on HSA 11p15.5. Based on these findings, LaSalle and Lalande formulated the kissing hypothesis, which states that a transient spatial association between the oppositely imprinted regions during late S phase is a necessary condition to maintain the imprinted status of cycling cells from one cell cycle to the next. This hypothesis was widely cited and further supported by a 2D FISH study from Riesselmann and Haaf (15) , who measured 2D interhomolog distances between oppositely imprinted loci on MMU 7 as a fraction of the nuclear diameter in flattened mouse fibroblast nuclei obtained in cytospin preparations. Somatic pairing was assumed when hybridization signals apparently overlapped or touched each other. By this criterion, significantly higher values were found for BrdU-positive nuclei (13%; 27/208 nuclei) compared with BrdUnegative nuclei (9.2%; 21 of 228 nuclei). No increase of pairing frequencies during S phase was found for control regions not subject to imprinting. In contrast, Nogami et al. (16) , who studied the frequency of associations between the two AS loci with probes for the imprinted SNRPN alleles in 3D preserved interphase nuclei of human myeloid leukemia HL60 cells, did not find evidence to further support the hypothesis.
Importantly, a large variability of 3D positions was noted for pairs of HSA 11 and HSA 15 chromosome territories (CTs) both within nuclei and between nuclei of different cells. Given this variability, a transient kissing event during late S phase between loci widely separated at other stages of interphase requires specific, long-range, directed chromatin movements. The present study was initiated with the intent to clarify whether such movements lead to the transient juxtaposition of entire homologous CTs or, alternatively, whether homologous CTs stay in place, whereas giant loops harboring genes poised for a kissing event expand from territory surfaces and meet each other in between (1, 6, 8, 17) . We visualized the two AS/PWS regions in PHA-stimulated lymphocytes by 3D-FISH with a BAC contig covering most of the AS/PWS locus and measured the 3D distances between the two regions in G 1 , early, mid, and late S phase, G 2 , as well as in G 0 . Three-dimensional distance mapping was also carried out in human fibroblast nuclei at early, mid, and late S phase after 3D-FISH with a P1 artificial chromosome (PAC) clone for the UBEA3 gene in the AS locus as well as in PHA-stimulated human lymphocytes by using a PAC probe covering part of the BWS locus. Our results do not support the kissing hypothesis of oppositely imprinted regions during late S phase or any other stage of interphase.
We searched for another explanation of the findings reported by LaSalle and Lalande (14) . Because HSA 15 carries a nucleolus organizer region (NOR), we compared the topography of centromeres of the acrocentric NOR-bearing chromosomes with all Author contributions: K.T. and I.S. contributed equally to this work; K.T., I.S., and T.C. designed research; K.T. performed research; K.B. and B.H. contributed new reagents/ analytic tools; K.T. and I.S. analyzed data; and K.T., I.S., and T.C. wrote the paper.
centromeres during S phase. We report a significant convergence of the latter toward the nuclear interior during late S phase. GG0 18, the ortholog of HSA 15 in Gorilla gorilla, carries the AS/PWS locus, but lacks a NOR. Accordingly, a lymphoblastoid G. gorilla cell line provided an opportunity to study the topography of the two AS/PWS regions in the absence of a NOR located on the same chromosome. Measurements of 3D distances between the two oppositely imprinted UBEA3 genes of the AS region in these cells revealed a significant increase during late S phase. Accordingly, we suggest that the reported convergence of the AS/PWS regions was most likely the indirect consequence of a transient convergence of HSA 15 NORs during late S phase.
Results
3D
-FISH experiments were carried out to visualize the whole AS/PWS region ( Fig. 1 a and b) in nuclei of PHA-stimulated lymphocytes from a healthy female donor by using three differentially labeled BAC pools (Fig. 1c) . In these experiments, as well as in experiments with human fibroblasts and G. gorilla lymphoblastoid cells described below, imprinting of the AS/PWS locus was demonstrated by methylation-specific PCR analysis of the SNURF-SNRPN exon 1/promoter region with purified DNA from these cells [supporting information (SI) Fig. 5 ]. To distinguish between noncycling and cycling cells at different stages of interphase, we used a combination of BrdU labeling and pKi67 staining. Difference in patterns of BrdU pulse labeling allowed us to discriminate between early, mid, and late S phase stages ( Fig. 2 and SI Fig. 6 ) (18) (19) (20) (21) . Staining of pKi67 using specific antibodies yielded distinctly different nuclear patterns of cells in G 1 and G 2 , whereas pKi67 was absent in noncycling cells (Fig. 2) . Three-dimensional distances between the intensity gravity centers of differently labeled probes were measured in 3D image stacks (Fig. 2) . These measurements did not reveal a significant decrease of distances between AS/PWS loci at late S phase compared with cells at other stages of interphase (G 1 , early S phase, mid S phase, late S phase, and G 2 ) or with noncycling cells (G 0 ) (Fig. 3) . Kissing events in flagranti were only detected in 5 of 488 analyzed 3D distances (Ϸ1%) (SI Fig. 7) . In all nuclei, the signals were detected as distinct clusters, providing strong evidence against the formation of large giant loops that carried the AS/PWS locus and expanded from distantly located HSA 15 territories to meet each other in between.
A series of additional experiments was performed in different cell types during early, mid, and late S phase with probes for subregions of the AS/PWS locus. In one experiment, 3D distances between the two UBE3A regions from the AS region were visualized in nuclei of PHA-stimulated human lymphocytes (SI Fig. 8 c and d) . In another experiment, 3D distances between these regions were measured in nuclei of primary human fibroblasts (SI Fig. 8e ). Distances did not change during S phase in lymphocytes ( Fig. 4a ) and even increased significantly in fibroblasts ( Fig. 4b ) (P ϭ 0.030). In both experiments, we observed an extensive variability of the 3D distances (total range, 0.57-13.2 m; median values, 6-7.1 m; Fig. 4 a-e). We also measured 3D distances between blocks of HSA 15 pericentromeric heterochromatin in lymphoblastoid cells from a PWS patient with a deletion of the entire PWS/AS region on the paternally derived HSA 15 and found a wide range of distances (1.2-12.6 m) in full agreement with the range described above for AS/PWS loci in normal lymphocytes (SI Fig. 9 ).
The results obtained so far raised the possibility that previous observations of a transient convergence of oppositely imprinted AS/PWS loci during late S phase in nuclei of cycling human lymphocytes did not reflect a functional necessity for a kiss between the AS/PWS regions, but a side effect of the repositioning of other HSA 15 structures during S phase, such as its NOR or its centromere. The NOR is located on the p-arm of HSA 15, Ϸ6 megabases away from the HSA 15 centromere and 10 megabases away from the AS/PWS locus. It has been shown that PHA stimulation of lymphocytes leads to the transcriptional activation of NORs and their spatial association with nucleoli located in the nuclear interior during late telophase and all of interphase (22, 23) . In agreement with findings of LaSalle and Lalande (14) , 3D-FISH experiments with a probe specific for HSA 15 centromeric heterochromatin revealed a convergence during S phase of human lymphocytes ( Fig. 4d and SI Fig. 8 a and  b) . The proportion of nuclei with HSA 15 centromere distances conforming to LaSalle and Lalande's Յ2 m criterion increased significantly from 8% in early S phase to 23% in late S phase (P ϭ 0.04); in 7% of the late S-phase cells, the two signals were fused (SI Table 1 ). It is noteworthy that painted chromosome-15 territories often touched each other in nuclei of PHA-stimulated lymphocytes, although they did not reveal any further significant convergence during S-phase progression (data not shown). After 3D-FISH with a pool of human centromere probes from NORbearing human chromosomes 13, 14, 21, and 22, we measured 3D distances of centromere signals to their common gravity center and found that they decreased significantly from early to late S phase (P ϭ 0.016; Fig. 4f ). In contrast, 3D distances of individual kinetochores/kinetochore clusters to their common gravity center did not change significantly during S phase (SI Fig. 10b ). Because structural features that discriminate centromeric heterochromatin from acrocentric chromosomes distinctly from the centromeres of other chromosomes are not known, we suggest that the observed convergence of centromeres from NORbearing chromosomes during S phase was caused by the convergence of NORs during S phase (24) . In addition, we observed the formation of larger, less abundant clusters of centromeres/ kinetochores from early to late S phase ( Fig. 4g and SI Fig. 10a ), indicating cell cycle-specific changes of centromere positions and arrangements.
The gorilla chromosome GGO 18 provided an opportunity to test the nuclear positioning of an ortholog of HSA 15, which carries the AS/PWS region but lacks a NOR (25) . 3D-FISH carried out with the probe for the human UBE3A region to cycling gorilla cells yielded significantly increased 3D distances at late S phase (Fig. 4c) . These results, as well as the increased 3D distances, further strengthened the argument that the decrease of 3D distances between AS loci observed by LaSalle and Lalande (14) during late S phase was not caused by a kissing mechanism. As another example of an imprinted region located on chromosomes without a NOR, we studied the BWS locus on HSA 11p15.5. This band provides the most telomeric band of the short arm of chromosome 11 located Ϸ53 megabases away from the HSA 11 centromere (SI Fig. 8f ). These features make the BWS locus ideally suited to test the kissing hypothesis without a possible interference of a closely adjacent NOR or centromere. A probe specific for the BWS region was hybridized to PHAstimulated lymphocytes from peripheral blood of a healthy, male donor (SI Fig. 8g ). In contrast to the expectation of the kissing hypothesis, 3D distances between the two BWS regions increased significantly in late S phase in comparison to early and mid S phase (Fig. 4e ).
Discussion
The experiments described above do not support the kissing hypothesis of LaSalle and Lalande (ref. 14; also see Introduction). In contrast to the prediction of this hypothesis, we did not find an increase of the fraction of nuclei with paired, oppositely imprinted AS/PWS or BWS loci at late S phase (for a summary of data, see SI Table 1 ). Instead, we observed a pronounced variability of 3D distances in all stages of interphase and G 0 . Three-dimensional distances were measured between various regions of the AS/PWS loci at different interphase stages in a total of 654 nuclei (including 393 human lymphocyte nuclei, 132 human fibroblast nuclei, and 129 lymphoblastoid cell nuclei from G. gorilla). In 6% of these nuclei, 3D distances conformed to the Յ2-m proximity criterion, which LaSalle and Lalande (14) considered as cases of potential kissing events; 78% were Ͼ4 m, 37% were Ͼ6 m, and 13% were Ͼ8 m. For nuclei at late S phase, the respective numbers were 4%, 71%, 49%, and 18%. Notably, a considerable fraction of large distances between oppositely imprinted loci was also observed in previous studies (14, 15) .
Let us consider the magnitude of chromatin dynamics necessary to generate a kiss once in all cells of a given population during interphase. For a cell population, where all cells fulfill the Յ2-m criterion, constrained Brownian chromatin movements may suffice to carry out a kiss. In nuclei with widely separated loci, kissing already had occurred before fixation or would have occurred later. In either case, large-scale movements are necessary to provide an opportunity for kissing. However, because each fixed cell nucleus evaluated in 3D-FISH experiments provides only a ''snap-shot,'' even a tiny fraction of kissing events detected in flagranti may still be consistent with the kissing hypothesis, if we assume a rapid ''touch and go'' mechanism, where widely separated loci move toward each other, kiss briefly, and separate again. To decide whether such a mechanism seems possible, we briefly consider present knowledge of chromatin movements (for a review, see ref. 26).
Live-cell experiments performed with mammalian and Drosophila cells demonstrated a radius of constraint of 0.5-1 m for subchromosomal domains during interphase (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . Changes in 3D distances between CTs with fluorescently labeled replication domains ranged from 0.5 to 2 m during early G 1 with rare nuclei showing relative CT movements up to 4 m (13, 28, 32) , yet from mid G 1 to late G 2 , movements were much more constrained (27) . The largest movements reported to date between two endogeneous loci in cycling Drosophila cells was on the order of 5-10 m at velocities of 0.5-0.7 m/min (33). Live-cell observations of movements of a GFP-tagged transgene array in a mammalian cell line (CHO) yielded long-range movements over distances of 1-5 m at velocities from 0.1 to 0.9 m/min (34). Large-scale movements were also observed in nuclei during postmitotic cell differentiation, but these movements required a time scale of days rather than hours (35) . In conclusion, it seems unlikely that directed chromatin movements of an extent required for kissing events between widely separated loci take place during interphase.
To uphold the kissing hypothesis for such nuclei, we consider two scenarios: (i) movements of giant chromatin loops expanding from stationary CTs and (ii) movements of entire HSA 15
CTs. Although compelling evidence to form giant loops expanding several micrometers into the neighborhood of a given CT was reported for other chromosomal regions (for a review, see ref. 13 ), scenario i could be ruled out for the present study, because the visualization of AS/PWS loci with a BAC contig did not reveal giant loops at any stage of interphase ( Figs. 1 and 2) . Scenario ii requires large-scale translational and possibly even rotational CT movements not only of the two homologous CTs carrying the oppositely imprinted loci, but also of other, nonhomologous CTs and of nucleoli, which are located in between and hinder their convergence. We observed that in approximately half of human lymphocyte nuclei, the two HSA 15 CTs were completely separated by a nucleolus or unpainted chromatin apparently representing other CTs (data not shown). Furthermore, considerations on large-scale movements of oppositely imprinted loci must take into account the pronounced variability of CT neighborhoods demonstrated for human lymphocyte and fibroblast nuclei, including HSA 15 CTs (36) . This variability requires that the necessary direction of movements of widely separated CTs carrying oppositely imprinted loci differs from nucleus to nucleus. The problem of a probabilistic type of CT neighborhoods (36, 37) needs to be considered for other phenomena of large-scale, higher-order chromatin rearrangements as well (for a review, see ref. 13 ).
In support of largely constrained CT movements during interphase described above (28), we have recently published evidence that CTs form a global 3D chromatin network of interconnected higher-order chromatin domains and bundles (38) . The molecular nature of specific linkers that stabilize this global network is not known, but the transient dissolution of CT connections is a necessary precondition for large-scale CT movements. Considering the limited time frame of a few hours, when cells pass through S phase, it seems unlikely that even the complete dissolution of such linkers would suffice to allow unconstrained Brownian CT movements of an extent needed to generate a high chance for a kissing opportunity in each nucleus during S phase. Instead, we hypothesize that a kissing mechanism requires directed, energy-dependent movements of a scale and rapidity not supported by available experimental data (26). It would be interesting to extend studies of transient associations between homologous or heterologous loci carrying opposite imprints in somatic cell types to germ-line cells and test whether the setting of these imprints require a transient spatial interaction of the respective loci. Recently, it was demonstrated that the initiation of mammalian X-inactivation correlates with a transient homologous pairing of X-inactivation centers (39, 40) .
Our data, as well as the results of LaSalle and Lalande (14), demonstrate a convergence of HSA 15 centromeres during late S phase. We also observed that centromeres of the NOR-bearing human chromosomes HSA 13-15, 21, and 22 were positioned closer to each other during late S phase when compared with the entire set of centromeres. By contrast, 3D distances between homologous AS regions in lymphoblastoid cell nuclei of the gorilla significantly increased during late S phase in correspondence with the fact that GG0 18, the ortholog of HSA 15, lacks a NOR. We tentatively conclude that the spatial convergence of AS/PWS loci during late S phase observed by LaSalle and Lalande (14) in cycling human lymphocytes was likely a side effect of the convergence of NORs.
A new method, termed chromosome conformation capture (3C), has already demonstrated great promise to analyze 3D interactions between genes at molecular resolution. This method measures the frequency of specific crosslinks between chromatin segments after formaldehyde fixation of whole cells or isolated nuclei (41) . Microarrays representing selected parts or even a whole genome facilitate the rapid analysis of amplicons generated from cross-linked sequences (42) . Recently, Ling et al. (11) used 3C to detect spatial interactions between the imprinting control region from the Igf2/H19 locus on MMU 7 and other loci in cis and trans. Whereas Ling et al. determined three sequences interacting with H19 ICR in a mouse bone marrow fibroblastic cell line, Zhao et al. (43) developed an improved strategy, termed circular chromosome conformation capture. In neonatal liver, they identified specific spatial associations between the H19 locus and 114 unique sequences present on MMU 7 and other autosomes including an overrepresentation of heterologous imprinted domains. In a number of cases, the H19 locus showed simultaneous interactions with several other chromosomes, suggesting a highly ordered CT neighborhood not confirmed to date by 3D-FISH experiments. The combination of 3C and circular chromosome conformation capture assays with single-cell assays, such as 3D-FISH and advanced light microscopic approaches, provides a perfect match for studies of nuclear architecture (11, 43) provided that the danger of data biased because of the inherent methodological problems of both approaches are carefully avoided (44) (45) (46) .
Materials and Methods
Cells and Their Fixation for 3D-FISH. Human lymphocytes from peripheral blood were isolated and stimulated with PHA as described in ref. 45 . A gorilla lymphoblastoid cell line (a kind gift of Stefan Mueller, University of Munich, Munich, Germany) was grown in RPMI medium 1640 supplemented with 20% FCS. Human skin fibroblasts were grown directly on coverslips in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS. All cells were fixed and prepared for 3D-FISH according to standard protocols (45, 46) . Briefly, cells were attached to coverslips by polylysin, fixed with 4% formaldehyde in 0.3ϫ PBS (lymphocytes and lymphoblastoid cells) or in 1ϫ PBS (fibroblasts), permeabilized with 0.5% Triton-X100, incubated in 20% glycerol, repeatedly frozen in liquid nitrogen, incubated in 0.1 M HCl for 5 min, and stored in 50% formamide/2ϫ SSC before use.
Methylation Analysis. Genomic DNA from PHA-stimulated human lymphocytes, human skin fibroblasts, and gorilla lymphoblastoid cells was purified and treated with sodium bisulfite according to standard methods. Methylation-specific PCR analysis of the SNURF-SNRPN exon 1/promoter region was performed with primers described by Zeschnigk et al. (47) . -385H1, RP11-125E1, RP11-512F9,  RP11-131I21, RP11-145P16, RP11-183K8, RP11-466L14, RP11-259N18, RP11-2C7, RP11-446P9, RP11-71L8, RP11-272I21,  RP11-75O6, RP11-345N11, RP11-142M24, RP11-147D1, RP11-188P24, RP11-570N16, RP11-321B18, RP11-100M12, RP11 -107D24, RP11-30G8) were ordered at BACPAC Resources Center (Oakland, CA); DNA preparation was performed by using alkaline lysis according to standard protocols. PAC pDJ14i12 was used as a probe for AS regions. BAC RP915F1 was used as a probe for BWS region. All probes were labeled by nick-translation with Bio-dUTP, Dig-dUTP, TAMRA-dUTP, or TexasRed-dUTP, and their specificity was tested on metaphase spreads. Conditions for DNA denaturation, hybridization, posthybridization washings, and signal-detection are described elsewhere (45, 46) . In all experiments, DNA of cells was stained by using TO-PRO (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) or DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) after antibody detection.
Identification of the Cell-Cycle Stages. Replication labeling with BrdU was used to identify S-phase cells and to distinguish between cells in early, mid, and late S phase. For pulse labeling, cells were incubated in culture medium with 20 g/ml BrdU (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) for 30 min. Incorporated BrdU was immunostained after FISH detection by using mouse-antiBrdU antibodies (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN) (21) . To identify cells in G 0 , G 1 , and G 2 , pKi67 was immunostained after FISH detection by using mouse-anti-Ki67 antibodies (Dianova, Hamburg, Germany).
Three-Dimensional Microscopy and Quantitative 3D Evaluation. Cells at different stages of interphase and noncycling cells were first selected according to the BrdU or pKi67 nuclear staining pattern. Typically confocal serial sections (see below) were obtained from several, randomly selected microscopic fields. Occasionally, we excluded a field from further evaluation, when DAPI-stained nuclei showed signs of damage apparently due to our handling of slides. This procedure guaranteed that the samples of nuclei included in our study were chosen in a manner completely independent of the number and topography of AS/PWS, BWS, or HSA 15 centromere signals. Independent of signal size, each nucleus with a single hybridization signal was considered to represent a kissing event of oppositely imprinted genes or a fusion of two HSA 15 centromeres. This criterion rather led to an overestimation of kissing events, because it included rare nuclei, where one target possibly lacked a hybridization signal. Because all 3D-FISH experiments included in this study revealed Ͼ95% of cells with the complete set of signals, the number of such nuclei in our samples was indeed very low, and the tiny fraction of kissing events recorded in this study represents an upper estimate.
Series of confocal sections through whole nuclei were collected by using a Leica (Wetzlar, Germany) TCS SP1 and SP2 confocal microscope equipped with Plan Apo 63ϫ/1.4 NA oil immersion objective. For each optical section, images were collected sequentially for two or three fluorochromes. Stacks of eight-bit gray-scale images were recorded with voxel size 150 ϫ 150 ϫ 300 nm (X ϫ Y ϫ Z). Chromatic shift was measured and corrected as described by Walter et al. (48) . The coordinates of the gravity centers of signals were obtained by using the 3D Objects Counter plugin (F. Cordelières) for ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). Distances between signals and their radial positions (distance from the gravity center of all signals) were then calculated by using the same in-house program, Nuclear Nightingale. Chromatin displacements during the 3D-FISH procedure were on the order of 50-200 nm (46, 49) . In addition, the Abbe limit of light microscopic resolution yields an error of 3D-distance measurements in the order of a few hundred nanometers. Accordingly, the relative error was considerable for measurements Ͻ1 m but negligible for widely separated loci.
Statistical Analysis. The distribution of data in a proportion of samples was not normal. Therefore, all data were analyzed with the Kruskal-Wallis test (one-way ANOVA on ranks) followed by Dunn's method for pairwise comparisons. Statistical analysis was performed by using SigmaStat (Systat Software, Point Richmond, CA).
